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Pramac Racing and FIAMM together again
in 2021 and 2022 MotoGP seasons

FIAMM Energy Technology is pleased to announce the renewal of the partnership agreement with Pramac
Racing as main sponsor of the team, also for the next two MotoGP seasons.
For the seventh consecutive season, FIAMM will be present on Pramac Racing's Ducati Desmosedici together
with the new riders of the team: Jorge Martin and Joan Zarco.
FIAMM confirms to be one of the longest-running sponsors of the Pramac team, conferming the deep
industrial link between the two groups. FIAMM is also one of the reference suppliers for lead accumulators
that equip most of the products that Pramac manufactures in its Italian and Europeans plants.
Paolo Campinoti Pramac CEO - Pramac Racing Team Principal: “The renewal of the sponsorship with FIAMM
is a reason of great pride and satisfaction for us. FIAMM is one of Pramac's longest partners and has also
linked its name to our team in MotoGP for seven years. This is the demonstration of how strong this
relationship is. Together we’ve been able to achieve great goals during these years. In 2021, great challenges
await for us, not only from a sporting point of view, and we are pleased to face them alongside an important
partner like FIAMM "
“Although the 2020 Championship was strongly influenced by the pandemic - declared Paolo Perazzi, Head
of Mobility Power Solutions at FIAMM Energy Technology. The good sporting results obtained by the Pramac
Team have allowed our brand to significantly increase its visibility. Thanks to our special and consolidated
relationship, we felt it was important to confirm our support for the Team. We trust both in the solidity and
professionalism of the team's sporting structure and in the new riders. We are sure that they will allow us to
experience an exciting and mutually satisfying season” – Perazzi concluded.

FIAMM ENERGY TECHNOLOGY
FIAMM Energy Technology is a multinational company active in the production and distribution of accumulators for vehicle starting and
industrial us,e born as a result of the separation from the FIAMM Group of the business of automotive batteries and industrial batteries with
lead technology.
To be close to customer needs, FIAMM Energy Technology has numerous commercial and technical offices (including Italy, Germany, Great
Britain, Slovakia, France, Spain, USA, Singapore, Malaysia, China) and a widespread network of importers and distributors, and works with a
staff of over a thousand people.
For more information on FIAMM: www.fiamm.com
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